The Out Reach lift system allows increased access to facilitates without stress or strain to your staff or students.

Students can be securely and safely lifted from their wheelchair onto a bed, into a restroom, down to the floor and back to their wheelchair.

Features such as a light-weight, yet powerful lift motor, an intuitive remote control, a color-coded sling and a unique elbow-hinge design make the Out Reach lift system the most versatile and easily managed system on the market.

"The Out Reach lift is the best thing that we could have ever purchased for the West Memphis School District. I would suggest this lift for anyone that has a child that is ill or has limited mobility."
- LaQuita W., Mobility Lift Systems Customer & School Caregiver

www.mobilityliftsystems.com • Toll Free 1-877-832-5438

NCD for Durable Medical Equipment Reference List (280.1) Publication 100-3 Ver 2: “Patient Lifts: Covered if contractor’s medical staff determines patient’s condition is such that periodic movement is necessary to effect improvement or to arrest or to retard deterioration in his condition.”
The Out Reach lift system allows freedom of movement that was previously unavailable. With access to more activities, students’ quality of life is vastly improved.

A campus-wide, multiple pole installation, which uses a single lift motor, grants students increased access to school facilities.

Using a device which only requires one person to operate, you are now able to ensure the safety of both the children and the staff.

“I’m not stretching or pulling. I can just concentrate on manoeuvering the children where they need to be.”

“Absolutely nothing about this system is cumbersome. Not only is there no remodeling required, but both the installation of the lift and the staff’s training take place in the span of an afternoon. It’s easy. It’s accessible. It just works great.”

The unique elbow-hinge design not only results in a total reach of 8 feet, but it also creates a range of movement which, until now, required remodeling.

“The lift reaches right through the door and over to the bed. You’re able to do everything you need to in just seconds. It works perfectly!”

A compact design and installation allows the system to blend into any room while also providing the strength and flexibility needed to securely move around.

“When the lift is not in use it can be placed out of the way. People don’t even realize it is in the room.”